Call to Order: 9:00 Am (Monday, November 18th, 2019)

Attendance:
Present: Levin, Slimak, Adamyk, Dean, Porter, Haslett, Villacorta, Webber
Absent: Denton, England, Harmon, Parker, Uddin
Guest: AASU, FSU Libraries, Food Recovery Network at FSU, VSU, SG&A Admin, COGS, SGA Time Capsule Committee, Connor Dizor

Announcements and Messages: none

Old Business: none

New Business:

Asian American Student Union - 9:00 AM
Attendance: Levin, Slimak, Adamyk, Dean, Haslett, Porter, Villacorta, Webber
- Applied for sweepings for $2,000 in Expense

Questions:
- Are the agencies allowed to make requests with RTAC
  - No
- Last year went to event, then came back and have a presentation for the student body. What is the benefit to student body as a whole?
  - Hosted two events to help share what was learned at a conference. Members who went last year became leaders this year.
- Why is page 15 included?
  - Incorrect placement of page, fault on SGA
- Where is the conference
  - Pittsburg, Pennsylvania
- When is the conference
  - Feb 21-23
- What’s most important to fund
  - 1. Flights, 2. Hotels (possible alternatives)
- Would it be cheaper to fly out to JAX?
  - No, the car rentals make it more expensive

Dean moves to extend questions time
Second by Villacorta

- If we partially funded, would you be able to make up the other funds?
- No, but would send 2-3 students rather than 4
- Have you fundraised?
  - Not allowed by agencies, advisor said
- Where did your costs come from for cars?
  - Enterprise
- Where are the funds coming from for the original 4 to attend?
  - Budget
- What portion of members going are on E-Board?
  - 2 students of the 8

**Round Table Discussion:**
- Any other forms of funding they can find? no
- Check on that, we feel that they can
- This is catered specifically to community
- Feel they should be able to drive to JAX by personal cars
- Double check car prices

**FSU Libraries - 9:30 AM**

Attendance: Levin, Slimak, Adamyk, Dean, Haslett, Porter, Villacorta, Webber
- Applied for sweepings for $59,000 un O.C.O.

**Questions:**
- For mother rooms, no count of mothers on campus, how do we know it is a need?
  - Requests by both students and staff
- Have the chairs been selected?
  - Once the funding is received, then they will find the most effective option, must be near outlets and wifi
- What is the priority of requests?
- For mother rooms, could they still build with partial funding?
  - Yes, they will try to find supermental funding if so
- Where would seats be placed on second floor of stroz
  - Buy flexible spacing chairs, a remodel and renovation is coming in the next year.
  - Then the chairs will be able to fit in all spaces
- Where do books go with the remodel
  - Remote and long term storage on campus, some go to consignment to generate revenue, or get rid of the old copies
- If seats are funded, will access to books be lost?
  - No
- How many Macs are available in libraries?
  - About 80 laptops, 40 mac desktops, lots of accessibility with Macs
- Assuming funding is provided for macs, what happens to old computers?
  - Offer the old computers to other locations on campus. Noblenet for campus surplus. Cannot sell old computers

**Round Table Discussion:**
- Mother rooms benefit specific people, not all students, east side of campus is in need
- Funding computers will in turn also help other areas on campus through Nolenet
- The impact of 40 seats, in relation of the needed 2,500 seats by statistics
- Little bit at a time helps each time
- Facilities is also helping fund aspects of libraries
- 1.4 million visitors a year
- 10,000+ students a day
- Flexible with seats (have long life-span)
- Strong history with SGA and Libraries

**Food Recovery Network at FSU - 10:00 AM**

Attendance: Levin, Slimak, Adamyk, Dean, Haslett, Porter, Webber
- Applied for sweepings for $520.74 in Expense

Questions:
- Is there a priority for requests
  - Large size pans
- Has a senator written a bill to fund this recently
  - Trying to get a meeting with the budget committee to discuss
- Receives pans from Fig, have they reached out to other dining rooms
  - Sodexo is the provider, for all dining halls. They rewrote the rules in which eliminated previous budget that allowed more food to be picked up. So now Fig is required to be picked up for only the Fig
- Are the pans one time use or reusable
  - One time use pans, requires an industrial kitchen to clean reusable
- How much of the food goes to fsu students
  - Unconquered statues provides lunch every friday, 50-100 pounds
  - Food for thought gets food mid afternoon, 60-150 pounds a week
  - Able to increase if they had their own pan supply
- Will this request fund the pan supply for the next year?
  - yes

*Dean moves to extend questions time*

*Second by Webber*

Round Table Discussion:
- This can be funded by senate projects
- How do other students get food
- Zero fund, send to senate projects
- 60,000 pounds collected since 2014
- 2,493 pounds recovered each semester
- 5 programs per semester
- 200+ servscript hours per semester

**Veterans Student Union - 10:15 AM**

Attendance: Levin, Slimak, Adamyk, Dean, Haslett, Porter, Webber
- Applied for sweepings for $2,500 in Expense, $500 in Food, and $2,000 cloth/award for a total $5,000

Questions:
- How many students are going to NATCon
  - Taking 10 total, funding 6 through Sweepings. Finding funding for the other 4
  - Working every avenue to try and find funding
- How many shirts would you be purchasing?
  - A 2-3 hundred, give or take based on style
- Priorities of funding
  - The trip, NATCon then the food and shirts
- Does this increase interest in FSU
  - By presenting at this conference, there shows the support that FSU gives to veterans. Learning from the conference, hope to increase engagement at the university. Increase credibility of program and university

Round Table Discussion:
- Like more concrete details for request
- Can't request from RTAC and PAC

**SG&A Admin - 10:45 AM**

Attendance: Levin, Slimak, Adamyk, Dean, Haslett, Porter, Webber
Guest: Connor Dizor
- Applied for sweepings for $2,000 in OPS, $10,000 in Expense, for a total of $12,000
- Updated to $3,000 in OPS and $13,000 in expense, for a total of $16,000

Questions:
- For computer replacements, are the computers still working?
  - Yes but the university mandates that computers MUST be replaced every four years
- What is the breakdown of Dell computers in packet?
  - Multiple computers purchased, probably 7. Requests list all costs per unit
- University requires the computers to be repurchased every 4 years, what would happen if we don’t fund?
  - The computers would be taken off line, students would not have access to computers
- Why does Exec get Macs and more expensive computers?
  - It was what was requested, and previously maintained
- Does ITS still require groups to personally fund the computers for replacement every four years?
  - Yes, we pay ITS for port upkeep and wifi

Round Table Discussion:
- Last funded for computers in 2015
- When went to Thagard, was able to reduce the computers by about half
- Need from 10-13 thousand to fund computers
- What’s the reason to purchasing macs? Wouldn’t it be more financially responsible to purchase dell computers if at the end of the day they will be recycled the same
- Hasn’t apple donated supplies in the past? Is it possible?

_Slimak stepped out, Dean taking over minutes._
SGA Time Capsule Committee - 11:25 PM
Attendance: Levin, Adamyk, Dean, Haslett, Porter, Villacorta, Webber

- Applied for sweepings for $4,500 in Expense
  - Committee for this has a wide range of students from across campus. Has met to discuss things that could be placed in. All to capture what life for students on campus looks like now in 2019. Would be opened 50 years from now
    ■ Deflated Football
    ■ Pictures of greek houses, greek memorabilia
    ■ SGA materials (newspapers)
    ■ Bowling pins from alley
  - Money not spent on the time capsule would go to preservation kit, engraving of the time capsule itself (time capsule https://www.heritagetimecapsules.com/cart)
  - Benefits by giving students a chance to leave a lasting legacy and the opportunity for future generations to bear witness to life here

Questions:
- Do you have a means of other funding?
  - possibly senate projects but would be better to get from sweepings because money in senate projects should be spent elsewhere
- Impact on campus:
  - instead of just seeing a union built in 2021 getting torn down, students then will be able to learn more about the history.
- Are other organizations taking part in this putting in money?
  - No.
- Would you open up to request from the student body?
  - Possibly in the future.

Round Table Discussion:
- How does this impact the students? Everything inside the capsule would become a historical artifact
  - This is a long term expense
    - UF has a time capsule... all other universities in the state have one
- Concern: more tangible things being requested.
  - Try to get Union board to throw some funds in as well

COGS - 11:45 AM
Attendance: Levin, Adamyk, Dean, Haslett, Porter, Webber

- Applied for sweepings for $5,000 in Expense

Questions:
- Why $5000?
  - Estimated by looking at the trends of prices from what has been funded in the past.
- Are the organizations requesting through COGS able to request able to go to PAC & RTAC
- $3000 would be the minimum
- How much was left over in that account last year

Round Table Discussion:
- Has seen an increase in memberships and money being put to good use.
- $3,000 is where we should base, COGS is flexible though
- Applied for $5,000 in Expense → would be placed in COGS unallocated account to fund additional graduate RSO funding requests in the Spring semester.
  - Supports 2 sub funding boards (LSC & MSC)
  - Groups can request for a variety of things
- Funded 2 conferences thus far
- Lunch and learns where speakers are brought in

Adjourn: 11:58 PM

Call to Order: 9:49 AM (Tuesday, November 19th, 2019)

Attendance:
Present: Levin, Slimak, Adamyk, Dean, England, Parker, Porter, Haslett, Harmon, Villacorta, Webber
Absent: Denton, Uddin
Guest: PAC, Oglesby Union, International Programs, Students for Justice in Palestine, SCURC, OGA, RTAC, WVFS V89, FSU Forensics Team, Chelsea Cordek

Announcements and Messages:
- Thank you to Senator England for ensuring we started on time this morning and for his due diligence.

Old Business: None
New Business:

Vice-Chair Slimak chairs, England taking minutes

PAC - 9:49 AM
Attendance: Slimak, Dean, England, Haslett
Guest: Chelsea Cordek
  - Applied for sweepings for $20,000 in Expense

Questions:
- What do you feel the minimum amount required to survive would be?
  - Came in knowing PAC wouldn’t get $20,000. Any amount of money would be good to offset all the money lost throughout the semester. I was expected about $5,000.

Round Table Discussion:
- Average of 6 requests per week up from 3 last year. This forthcoming budget allocated $10,000 LESS than the budget we’re currently in. Down from $70,000 to $60,000.
- There are more RSOs on campus this year, and has been an increase of marketing and promoting for funding boards
- There has been less funding for PAC then previous years, last senate projects was dipped into.
- If funded through sweepings? Can we avoid senate projects?
- Big impact to student body

**Oglesby Union - 10:15 AM**

Attendance: Slimak, Dean, England, Haslett, Harmon

Guest: Chelsea Cordek

- Applied for sweepings for $145,000 in Salary, $8,800 in OPS, $58,500 in Expense, $74,000 in O.C.O. for a total of $286,300

Questions:

- What is the extra pay period?
  - University pays for 26.1 pay periods. We will have 27 pay periods this year.
  - University will not pay for this.
- If the flooring is not funded this year, would you request next year?
  - We need to do it. Using sweepings rather than our reserves is something we’d prefer to do. The reserve funding we have is something we want to use wisely, preparing for unforeseen circumstances with the new union. We do need to make this happen. Planned for spring break 2020.
- Do you have any average number of traffic flow for everything the union controls?
  - Usually 14,000-20,000 people per day when the old union was there.
  - Our spaces are used all the time at the moment, they’re always full.
- How old is some of the technology?
  - Some of the things we have are about 11 years old. The new technology would definitely make some noticeable changes if we were able to replace things.
- Do you have the quote for the laser projectors?
  - The projectors themselves are $1700 each
- If we were to half fund the carpet, could you use reserve funds for the other half?
  - Changing costs and alternative choices will make things difficult. We’ll have to supplement things in the new union. Whatever you give us we’ll use because it goes back into the campus and to the students.

Dean moves to extend time for questioning

Second by Haslett

- Is the popcorn machine broken?
  - It’s pretty old…
- Is the circus something that NEEDS to be funded? Would it pose a danger to students if not funded?
  - It’s safety equipment and we’d never put our students in danger, but we would need to do something.
Round Table Discussion:
- Their request is listed in priority order.
- Union manages other spaces including SSB, Circus, ASLC, etc.
- Making sure that these other facilities are on-par with the new Union when that opens.
- Special note: Circus equipment is expensive but is very important
- We need to allocate funds for OPS payroll and extra pay period (AA).

Dean moves to waive the rules for time allocated to questions
Second by Haslett

International Programs- 11:00 AM
Attendance: Slimak, Adamyk, England, Haslett, Harmon
- Applied for sweepings for $10,291.50 in Contractual, $150 in Cloth/Award for a total of $10,441.50

Questions:
- If we want to cut, how do we do the maths?
  - Take $45.74 and times it by however many students you want to fund
- How would you advertise this to students?
  - We’d do another provost email and probably host 3 extended hour days doing 75 people per day
- How many subsidised passports did you give out last time?
  - All 75 that we were funded for.
  - This discount prompted a lot of students to come forward and realise they needed passports
- If we were to give you a partial amount, would you change the amount subsidised per passports or fewer students?
  - It has to be fewer students as the $45.74 is regulated by the department of state so we can’t cut that number

Round Table Discussion:
- Cheapest passport pictures in town
- SGA previously funded 75 subsidised passport fees (Only the FSU fee and pictures costing $45.74 per passport. Student still pays the $110 passport fee)
- Over 200 applied within the first 7 minutes for the subsidised rates
- Picked the first 75, rest were put on a wait list
- Want to hold a few extended passport hours. 7am-7pm instead of 9:30-3:30.
- Want to offer 225 students the opportunity this year (75 last year)
- The $150 requested for food was put in the incorrect category and will need to be moved
- The food can be cut if necessary

Chair Levin retakes the chair, Vice-Chair Slimak takes over minutes

Students for Justice in Palestine (SJP)- 11:15 AM
Attendance: Levin, Slimak, Adamyk, Dean, England, Haslett, Harmon, Villacorta
- Applied for sweepings for $590 in Contractual
Questions:
- The events with previous speakers, what was the attendance and impact?
  - 3 visitors last year, attracting on average 40, along with community leaders
  - Typical GBMs bring about 15
- How do you plan to market this event?
  - Social Media accounts, Facebook with 1,800 followers, flyers on both campus and community, table at market Wednesday and involvement fair, email lists
- With an understanding that funds may not be given until January due to accounting processing time, will you be able to purchase the flights at the listed prices?
  - Two and a half months sufficient, may flight through jax
- Have you considered going through PAC
  - Understanding that sweepings was for special events, which they consider it to be a unique event
- Is this a special event or part of a gbm
  - Lauren will be attending a bake sale typically done for fundraising in spring
  - Clarissa will be in mid March to line up with a week long event
- The option for PAC is still an option for this trip, with a quicker funding
  - Thank you for suggestion, we plan to request from PAC to help subsidize the trip and honorarium
- Dates of this event?
  - Saturday Feb 15 for Lauren, and Thursday March 19th for Clarissa
- Will these funds be spent within 90 days
  - Yes
- Are the guests confirmed to be able to attend?
  - Lauren yes, Clarissa has yet to confirm but in contact

Round Table Discussion:
- Wish to send through PAC
- For sweepings, fund PAC
- Responsible to ensure that plans are solidified

**SCURC - 11:45 AM**
Attendance: Levin, Slimak, Adamyk, Dean, Haslett, Harmon, Villacorta
- Applied for sweepings for $3,000 in Expense, $400 in Food, $400 in Cloth/Award for a total of $3,800

Questions:
- What category would you request to be fully funded?
  - Travel in expense
- Do you have options for alternative funding if we decide to partially fund
  - No but we would send fewer members on the trips

Round Table Discussion:
- Increase research recognition nationally
- 10th anniversary this year
- $3,000 of current budget allocated to travel grants, $3,000 of current budget allocated to publishing the OWL, with $1,500 remaining
- Money used from sweepings will be used for travel grant funding, requesting $3,000
- Priority for expense, others can be funded by senate projects

OGA- 12:00 PM
Attendance: Levin, Slimak, Adamyk, Dean, Haslett, Harmon, Villacorta
- Applied for sweepings for $2482 in Expense, $500 in Food, $300 in Cloth/Award, for a total of $3,282

Questions:
- If unable to fully fund, would the Day at the Capitol still be held?
  - Only part can be removed is the external lighting for $490. This would allow to project lights of garnet and gold on the capitol. Other funding would come from sweepings results
- Has lighting been done in previous years?
  - Last year yes, the previous two years it was not, as it was raining.
- Would money for outside lighting be refunded if it rains?
  - No
- For awards at day at the capitol, where is the funding coming from?
  - Personal budget of clothing and awards
- Who can attend? How is it open to school?
  - In school newspaper, on social media, speaks at senate, invite all agencies and bureaus. Recommend RSVP but accept students at the door
- Confirm that bureaus are unable to attend pack?
  - Confirmed

Round Table Discussion:
- Main request is for FSU Day at the Capital, February 11th
- Current budget is $2,900, with a total cost of $5,232 leaving a deficit of $2,332
- Request of $950 to hold a spring semester class of Noles Engaged in Politics, funding a celebration at the end of the semester and t-shirts for students
- Thrasher, Governor, and Senators typically attend day at the capital
- NEP could be handled with senate projects, possible split with exec
- We have limited senate projects funds

RTAC- 12:30 PM
Attendance: Levin, Slimak, Adamyk, Dean, England, Parker, Porter, Haslett, Harmon, Villacorta, Webber
- Applied for sweepings for $25,000 in Expense

Questions:
- Do you project that $25,000 would maintain you for the rest of the year, not dipping into Senate Projects?
  - Yes, estimating this amount
- How did you come up with $25,000
  - Based off what is remaining, and guessing what may come in spring
- Did RTAC receive funding from sweepings last year?
  - No
Round Table Discussion:
- Have about $20,000-$25,000 remaining
- Originally budgeted $70,000
- There are more RSOs on campus this year, and has been an increase of marketing and promoting for funding boards
- There has been less funding for RTAC then previous years, last senate projects was dipped into.
- If funded through sweepings? Can we avoid senate projects?
- Last year had $170,500 in total spent
- Big impact to student body
- Proactive to find funding
- Data sets from last 5 years will be brought on friday by Villacorta
- RTAC priority over PAC. dont compare the two, but RTAC has lowest funds

**WVFS V89- 1:00 PM**

Attendance: Levin, Slimak, Adamyk, Dean, England, Parker, Haslett, Webber
- Applied for sweepings for $2,000 in Contractual, $5,297.88 in Expense, for a total of $7,297.88

Questions:
- How much of the technology is flat out new, and what is replacing old?
  - Headphone, headphone amplifier, mixing board, and recorders are replacing. Receiver new
- If partially funded, what is the priority?
  - The equipment is a priority for funding. Programming is important for it has great involvement for the community
  - Personally fund students to go to conventions and sports reporters to go to bowls and major games
- Where is the radio station located?
  - 420 Diffenbaugh

Round Table Discussion:
- Nationally recognized station
- Affiliated project by communications and information and SGA
- Able for class credit or volunteer hours
- Budget for 2020 is ⅓ of budget required to maintain
- Was referred to sweepings from Budget to help gain funds for required equipment and patients
- Live person on air 24/7
- Does not reach out to FSU SGA to get money for marketing in history
- Funds through spark campaign and alumni
- In spring, try to set up a podcast station in conjunction with radio station
- Underrated on campus
- Cut to the point of zero dollars in programming
- Serves two other services through their station and antenna
- The mixing board is old, but still functioning. If a new one is bought, then it will still be used
FSU Forensics Team - 1:15 PM
Attendance: Levin, Slimak, Adamyk, Dean, England, Parker, Haslett, Webber

Applied for sweepings for $840 in Cloth/Award

Questions:
- Is there a set number of schools attending?
  - No, as the applications are open until a few weeks prior to the competition
- Where is the cost of food listed?
  - Within the presentation, was missed and left off the first page
- How much were you budgeted?
  - $4,000 total, $2,000 to Speech, $2,000 to debate
    - Funds go to travel, lodge, and entry fees to send students to competitions
    - Nationals is in California this year, so more expensive
  - Do members pay dues?
    - No
- Does the organization do fundraising?
  - Trying to start a Spark Campaign, fundraising through the College of Communications.
- Would you like $1,115 total?
  - Yes, clarifying the numbers
- Why not going through PAC
  - Budgeted RSO, can’t go
- Can you return to SAP for more funding?
  - No, allocated for the full year
- Why choose these specific awards when cheaper options are available?
  - Unaware of award vendor that FSU has a contract with, willing to work with them. The number of trophies are set and required.
- Are you financially certified?
  - Yes

Round Table Discussion:
- Funded through SAP
- Cannot attend PAC or RTAC
- Offers interpretive speaking, important for minority communities
- 26th - 21st in the nation
- Volunteer organization through Serve Script
- 10-20 schools attending the District 6 Qualifying competition hosted by FSU
  - Reason for funding through Sweepings
- Debate section of forensics is favored over speech
  - Speech relies more on SGA funding
- SGA funding goes to benefit to all SGA students, the food/awards go to non FSU students
- The trophies alone are overpriced, they should go to alternative vendor
- Not many specifics, rather opinion
Call to Order: 8:30 AM (Wednesday, November 20th, 2019)

Attendance:
Present: Levin, Slimak, Adamyk, England, Haslett, Porter, Uddin, Webber
Absent: Denton, England, Harmon, Parker, Uddin, Dean, Villacorta
Guest: CHAW, ACE, Senior Class Council, SGA Exec, CPE, Campus Rec, Sport Club Council, MRU
Announcements and Messages: none
Old Business: none
New Business:

CHAW - 8:30 AM
Attendance: Levin, Slimak, Adamyk, England, Haslett, Porter, Webber
- Applied for sweepings for $5,000 in Contractual, $4,995 in Expense $600 in Food, $2,000 in Cloth/Award, for a total of $12,595

Questions:
- Is the $5,000 for speakers for both speakers, or each $2,5000
  - Yes, they come as a team. $5,000 is the base cost, covering lodging and food, etc
- Have the requests been requested by students or staff?
  - Both students and staff, BMS requested at a previous GBM
- Have you tried to cosponsor these events to substadice events?
  - It is a big deal to ask other groups to help fund. Instead CHAW will usually pay, and request if paired, the RSOs bring students for their contribution
- Priority of requests?
  - Film screening (largest amount of students), Sleep kits, afrosexology, food is last but helps bring students to events
  - For sleep kits, are there cheaper options?
    - We make our own kits, one way to reduce cost is by removing the essential oils

Round Table Discussion:
- Willing to take out essential oils to reduce cost
  - $6.60 per bottle of oil
- The sleep masks are $2.95 each

ACE - 9:00 AM
Attendance: Levin, Slimak, Adamyk, England, Haslett, Porter, Webber
- Applied for sweepings for $4,108.80 OPS, $725 in Expense, for a total of $4,833.80
Questions:
- If we only fund two of tutors, can we take ⅔ of the given amount?
  - Yes, that was averaged by minimum wage, for 10 hours a week for three tutors
- Differences between ace and tutors at stroz?
  - Stroz mainly offers chem, math, and bio. Try to work together, both are drop in
    hours. The hours and availability are the main difference. Stroz open from 8-12 at
    night

Round Table Discussion:
- Requesting for 1-3 more math tours. Already have 14 math students for spring
- Retention issues for tutors
- 15,000 students for tutoring
- Math: 6,500 had repeated visits in learning studios
- Unique Students: 1,400 visiting in learning studios
- College algebra-Calc 3 plus a few special
- Over 90 sources of support
- 23 learning studio tutors overall
- For pens with book markers, it ads $2 each
- Open 60 hours a week
- $1,369.60 per tutor
- Math is the most popular service ACE offers
  - Funds going to
- Offers more help then stroz
- Possibly Senate projects for pens

Senior Class Council - 10:00 AM
Attendance: Levin, Slimak, Adamyk, Dean, England, Haslett, Porter, Webber
  ● Applied for sweepings for $2,000 in Expense

Questions:
- What would happen if we fund more money
  - Putting on more events
  - Possible basketball funds
- Previously how did you fund the senior toast?
  - Through the expense portion, which has been cut
- If not fully funded, could the event be held?
  - Senior toast must occur due to tradition, but other programs would be cut
- Who would be funding the second champions club
  - Office of president would foot bill for other champions club
- Can you host in the civic center?
  - Probably not
- Is this the most fiscally responsible and cheapest options?
  - Yes.

Round Table Discussion:
- Incorporates all class councils
- Both sophomore and junior councils have held their own programming for the first time
Overall at least 8 events
- Total projected cost is $4,265
- Request to fund senior toast
  - 5,000 students attend
  - With apps, champagne, and champagne flutes
  - Champions club does not hold all students wishing to hold
  - Funds go to university relations accounts
- Their budget was cut
- Seniors would be missing if this event wasn’t funded
  - All programming is important for senior experience
- Unable to start planning senior events, until the senior council is elected in spring
- If unable to fund senior toast, other programming will be cut
- Seniors look forward to events
- How is available to the whole student body?
  - Every person will be able to be a senior
  - Like social security

SGA Exec - 10:30 AM
Attendance: Levin, Slimak, Adamyk, Dean, England, Haslett, Porter, Webber
  - Applied for sweepings for $12,000 in Expense, $10,932 for a total of $22,932

Questions:
- Have you already reached to SSB and Stroz about adding the charging station?
  - Stroz yes, SSB not yet. Libraries has been working on collaborating on things such like adding umbrellas
- What are the priorities for funding?
  - EKGS and IPad Kiosk stand, and then charging stations
- Have you reached out to College of Medicine to supply some EKGS
  - College of Medicine add credibility to helping host event and administering EKGS, but would not be purchasing
  - Check if some available if so, but don’t believe so
- Can IPad kiosks been used for SGA elections?
  - Absolutely
- Could you spend this money prior to voter registration expiring?
  - Believe so, but unaware of the cut off date. If not we can use it for garnet and gold voters
- For charging stations, could we use a solar powered stations that can be placed outside?
  - Assuming much more expensive, believe that these stations are more accessible to students
- If partially funded for charging stations, would you just purchase one?
  - We would, placement would be a conversation from there
- Would it be cheaper to fix the charging stations already present in Stroz rather than buying new?
  - Possibly, we will look into it

Round Table Discussion:
- Ipad kiosk working with OGA for placement
- 2 keys are 100 each, rather then 1,000
  - $22,320 with new total
- Willing to partially fund EKGS, will purchase as many as possible
- Already had to relocate the charging station due to inuse
- EKGS are important to the health of students
- Dem and Rep are always out on campus for voter registration for free
- Senate resolution to work with Garnet and Gold voter registration initiative if need to cut funding
- EKGS can be purchased at any amount and still be used, while the other accounts have fixed costs
- Love idea of EKGS, proactive education while administering test
- Charging stations are nice being able to lock phones while studying
- IPad stations can be used in multiple ways such as SGA elections
- $930 for IPas and display

**Center for Participant Education (CPE) - 10:45 AM**

Attendance: Levin, Slimak, Adamyk, Dean, England, Haslett, Porter, Uddin, Webber
- Applied for sweepings for $2,000 in Contractual, $466.42 in Expenses, $629.55 in Food, $2,150 in Cloth/Award, for a total of $5,245.97

Questions:
- Are you aware that student pubs should have a button maker press, offering cheap alternatives to making buttons?
  - That's what we are doing!
- Is Soul Veg a registered vendor with FSU?
  - yes
- Priorities?
  - Contractual services, expenses, food, t-shirts
- What are average numbers of involvement to be “full copassidy ”
  - Large involvement from 1970-2011 with 30-40 students per class, up to one class a day
  - Around 2018, there was very low involvement in recent previous years, 5-10 students per class, 65 students total
  - Increase in involvement, hundreds this semester
- Who would I reach out to to be able to teach a class?
  - Email, facebook, instagram, QR code on all packets, talking with board
- What is the recent trends of engagement and involvement over the past 2-3 years?
  - Went from almost no involvement to over 200 students this semester so far
- TShirts and buttons
  - 500 t shirts, 500 buttons at 1 inch, 500 buttons at 1 ½ inch
- How long would it take from interest to teaching a class for students?
  - Depends on event, depending on schedule and how much is needed to set up
- If we were unable to partially fund the speakers for the event with Students for Justice in Palestine, would the event be held?
  - Probably not

Round Table Discussion:
- Celebrating 50 year anniversary
In contractual services, $1,000 going to two presenters for film screenings
- Contractual service fund two for $500 is to bring a speaker in conjunction with Students for students of Palestine
  - Check previous notes as well. Same speaker
- Contractual service fund two for $500 is to bring a speaker in conjunction with Students for students of Palestine
  - Check previous notes as well. Same speaker
- Cut 50% in budget over the past year
- Why SJP and CPE request for the same thing
  - Uncomfortable with request

Slimak stepped out, England taking over minutes.

Sport Club Council - 11:00 AM
Attendance: Levin, Adamyk, Dean, England, Haslett, Porter, Uddin, Webber
  - Applied for sweepings for $74,573 in Expense

Questions:
  - In the case that we had to make cuts, would the money be used for sports club travel or would you divvy it up to where it best fits?
    - Depends on whether we’re assigned a lump sum or allocated by line item.
  - What are the priorities?
    - The presentation is ranked in order of preference. Travel is number 1!
  - How would you rather we distribute the money - line item or lump sum?
    - Lump sum would help with distribution.
  - 1 lacrosse goal set, which team does it go to?
    - It’s for the team in both practice and for games

Round Table Discussion:
  ○ 90% of the financial burden falls on our students just to get them through the students.
  ○ Requesting about $30k to help travel to things like nationals or regionals.
  ○ On average 19/37 clubs attend nationals and represent the university
  ○ Fencing equipment is old, has been inherited from year to year and would just like to upgrade their timing equipment
  ○ Volleyball carts are currently ripped up and pretty much unusable, so want 2 new carts.
  ○ They don’t have many goalies try-out so by having a set kit, they can support whoever they pick throughout the year. It’s tough to rotate people through this position because of the lack of equipment. If the team could have its own set of equipment it would help.
  ○ Rugby balls are currently torn up and same with the practice balls which makes practicing and hosting games here difficult.
  ○ Go through 6-8 lacrosse nets per year. 3 practices a week and matches means they get pretty beaten. Current nets have holes andrips in them which makes scoring more difficult.
  ○ Current water polo goals are a little rusty and a few hinges are broken. Want to replace them rather than fix.
Decade old rowing boats. Ours still use steel whereas most use carbon fibre. Want to upgrade and stay up-to-date with the times.

Lowest priority (most expensive) is the row boat.

All items are specific to the sports

Requested lump sum allows us to fund travel and give them money so they could divide it by itself

Possibility is to fund without proviso. Happy medium: let them know what caught our eyes in their presentation.

---

Campus Rec - 11:15 AM, 11:30 AM
Attendance: Levin, Adamyk, Dean, England, Haslett, Porter, Webber

- Applied for sweepings for $85,200 in OPS, $28,763 in Expense, $141,811 in O.C.O., for a total of $255,774

Questions:
- How much do you estimate in wages the automated field system would save?
  - About 25%. Both OPS wage savings and time savings. Would save the most money on paint. Student jobs wouldn’t be eliminated. There’s still enough tasks for them to do.
- Considering your request is more than half of what we have, would you prefer we have proviso outlining specific line items or one lump sum?
  - We’d prefer a lump sum as that’s how we operate with our main budget. Also lets us half fund things.
  - Even if there’s no proviso, we’d love to know which parts stood out to you.
- For the new van, can you talk about any savings in fuel or maintenance costs?
  - We’re at a point where we can’t keep fixing and investing in fixing the current van. We now believe it’s an actual safety hazard.

England stepped out, Dean taking over minutes.

- Asking about ASFLS
  - Would essentially pay for itself after a few years. Student jobs would not be cut but it would tremendously increase efficiency (field painting takes hours to complete dependent on the field being painted)
- How much does it cost to rent the equipment and setup 5K
  - $1700 average ish for run to completely set up. Would be great to reach more of campus 5 or 6 students turned away)
- Cheaper option to afford treadmills?
  - Variety is important. Attempting to get the best life span out of equipment.
  - Some other models are replaced much more often. These approx 7 years old
- Do leach needs to be replaced because it is not functional? How if they are metal bars?
  - Ware on bars (are old). Bars have grip, safety on these is smooth (no ridge for better grip). New ones would be straight silver and requested ones are a little more expensive because they want them to last longer. Some may have to be taken off the floor because so old.
Round Table Discussion:

- Would also be able to work with a lump sum. They know where they'd stick the funds but also have an order of preference.
- 120,000 work hours a year. Over 700 students working for Campus Rec. Budget for OPS wages each year is about 1.5 million.
- Looking for us to cover the 27th pay period for next June, costing $54,000 just for students. Not requesting pay period coverage for full time staff, just student employees.
- Looking to replace a total of 32 deadlift, multipurpose, and olympic lifting bars for weightlifting.
- Want to replace 3 woodway treadmills. Had them for 7 years, average of 5000 miles ran on a treadmill per year. To the point where their mechanic estimates these to finally die at around spring break. Time for them to go!
- Want a 5k race timing equipment to be used by Campus Rec and other Campus Groups
- Hoping to replace 1 of their 4 12-passenger vans. One of them is being pieced together (wheels are close to falling off)
- Automated Sports Field Lining System. Is GPS-enabled. The newest technology. Saves times and is far more accurate than students painting lines. 35 minutes vs. 3 hours on the test of a women’s lacrosse field.
- Fitness Assessment Technology tools to provide fitness patrons and Rec Sports Clients with enhanced fitness training programs. Some pieces date back to the 2000s.
- OPS is paying people which would be a top priority.
- 5K equipment would be incredibly useful. Funding would allow them to cut their expenses over time.
- With campus recreation we could see what we think would create the most impact on students.
- Without funding, they would have to take a lot of stuff out because it is so old.
- 5Ks don’t actually benefit the whole student body, as students typically have to pay for the event for fundraising, and that excludes students

**MRU - 11:45 AM**

Attendance: Levin, Adamyk, Dean, England, Haslett, Porter, Uddin, Webber

- Applied for sweepings for $15,371.30 in Expense

Questions:
- Minimum amount of radios?
  - Daily shift would use 5 to 6 minimally. Fall season: tailgate season would need all 10 to 11 radios. Have multiple crews going around campus
  - Why did you only request one epi-pen.
    - SGA typically funds but the bag that the epi-pen was used in is now out of service until an epi-pen could be funded. This is the generic epi-pen. Cheapest option.
- For response bags, are these being replaced?
  - Funding to restock bags would just restock the stuff so the bag could be used. Would be taken out of use if not restocked.
- Alternate sources of funding?
- Emergency cases, requested donations, help from FSUPD, UHS
- What is your priority?
  - Radios, restock, epi-pen
- Could you go to conferences without funding?
  - Yes but since they have been doing so well hoping for funding to better represent FSU
- Selection process for NCEMSF and ClinCon? Er, since they are coming
  - Would be a registration based, first come first serve.
- Could they go through RTAC?
  - No because they are budgeted. However, they would not have to follow RTAC guidelines if coming through here.

Round Table Discussion:
- Essential service and gave a clear presentation. Most requests were a necessity that would widely benefit the student body
- Need radios
- Saved a student with the epi pen
- ClinCon is in Orlando where EMS organizations compete for a prize. FSU MRU has won this the last 4 years in a row. Have never received SGA funding for this event.
- NCEMSF is collegiate conference for EMS directors to attend (2 directos and a supervisor) to see how they can be better for FSU
Sweepings Deliberations  
Friday, November 22nd, 2019  
Thagard 401

Call to Order: 8:05 AM

Attendance:
Present: Levin, Slimak, Adamyk, Dean, Denton, England, Harmon, Haslett, Parker, Porter, Uddin, Villacorta, Webber
Absent:
Guest: Carolyn Harris, Adams, Jacobson, Gerts, Warren

Announcements and Messages: none
Old Business: none

New Business:
Total budget: $428,000

Round Table:

Present at the start of the meeting: Levin, Slimak, Adamyk, Dean, Haslett, Porter, Villacorta, Webber, Carolyn Harris

Committee priority list:
1. OPS/27th pay period
2. Safety
3. Funding board
4. Campus impact for campus
5. Other ways to fund

SG&A Administration:

Dean moves to fund SG&A for $3,000 in OPS
Villacorta Seconds

Yes: Adamyk, Dean, Haslett, Porter, Slimak, Villacorta, Webber
No:
Abstain:

Roundtable:
- Discussing computers, the differing costs of each style
- Computers needed for hosting office hours or for students
- Staff are priorities, for it is needed for jobs, followed by computers for student
Carolyn: Point of Clarification: macs last about twice as long in comparison to PC

Haslett moves fund SG&A for $10,000 in expense
Porter Seconds
Yes: Adamyk, Dean, Haslett, Porter, Slimak, Villacorta, Webber
No:
Abstain:

**Executive Branch:**

Roundtable:
- EKGS are top priority
- $2,000 for healthy food and tent
- Don't want to fund the ipads
- In previous years, the EKGS has saved lives on campus
- Working with college of medicine to help host event
- Does not want to fund anything for IPads

*England enters room*

Committee wishes to reach out to exec for clarification

Dean moves to fund SGA Exec Branch for $9,500 in Expense
- 500 EKGS and $2,000 for healthy food and tent
Villacorta Seconds

Porter moved to lay on table

Villacorta moves to pick up from table
Dean Seconds
- Renting tents to cover students while taking students EKGS
- $2,000 will mostly be going to food
- Wants to add proviso of the healthy day event

Adamyk moves to fund SGA Exec Branch for $9,500 in Expense
- 500 EKGS and $2,000 for healthy food and tent
Dean Seconds

Yes: Adamyk, Dean, England, Haslett, Porter, Slimak, Villacorta, Webber
No:
Abstain:

**Time Capsule:**

Dean moves to fund SGA- Time Capsule Committee for $3,500 in Expense
Adamyk seconds
Villacorta objects

- The event is hosted by numerous groups on campus, there are multiple budgets this can be funded from
- Unknown of the other budgets and ability to contribute
- Cool idea that is long lasting on campus
- The impact is for students later on
- Looking forward and supporting the students in the future
- Main purpose of sweepings is big projects. What sweepings is for
- Historical impact
- Does this have to be funded right now? Or can it be funded closer to the finishing of the unit
- Is there a rush for this? Half fund the capsule now, then ask other groups to help fund the remaining
  - Potentially $2,500
- Support this for long term culture on campus

Dean withdraws motion

Porter moves to Zero fund SGA- Time Capsule Committee in Expense
Haslett Seconds

Yes: Haslett, Porter
No: Adamyk, Dean, England, Slimak, Webber
Abstain: Villacorta

Dean moved to lay on table
Webber second

**Class Councils:**

Villacorta: Point of Information: Is there funding anywhere else for this event?
  - Yes, Office of the President is helping pay for the majority of event.
Dean: Point of Clarification: Goes to all class councils

Villacorta moves to fund Class Council for $2,000 in Expense
Dean seconds

Yes: Adamyk, Dean, England, Haslett, Porter, Slimak, Villacorta, Webber
No:
Abstain:

**Asian American Student Union:**

Dean moves to fund ASU for $260 in Expense
Webber seconds

- Possibly zero fund, low impact to the student body. Other students are already attending
- Rather fund larger projects
- The funds requested is for new students going

Villacorta: Point of information: Are agencies able to fundraise?
  - yes
Veterans Student Union:

Dean moves to fund VSU for $2,000 in Expense
Adamyk seconds
- Wanting to send students to conference, supporting FSU at the conference and support the student body once returned
- Appreciate VSU for taking time and trying to find funding elsewhere
Porter: Point of Clarification: These students are planning to attend regardless
- Some students are already going
Webber: Point of clarification: no students are already set

Yes: Adamyk, Dean, England, Porter, Slimak, Villacorta, Webber
No: Haslet
Abstain:

Webber moves to fund VSU for $1,000 in Cloth/Award
- About 100 shirts to allow VSU
Haslett seconds
Porter Objects
- Are promotional items a low priority?
- Campus impact important
- VSU lowest funded Agency
Vote is on objection:
Yes: Porter
No: Adamyk, Dean, England, Haslet, Slimak, Villacorta, Webber
Abstain:

Roundtable for $1,000 in cloth/award motion
- Great event the shirts would be used for
- Help outreach on campus
Yes: Adamyk, Dean, England, Haslet, Slimak, Villacorta, Webber
No:
Abstain: Porter

Dean moves to fund VSU $300 in Food
England Seconds
- The event is active, and would help to have food

Yes: Adamyk, Dean, England, Slimak, Villacorta, Webber
No: Haslett
Abstain: Porter

Denton enters room
England moves to pick Time capsule off the table
Villacorta second
- When would the time capsule be installed?
  - No date set, depending on location
  - In ground, could be placed before spring semester
- Can funding come from other organizations?
  - Advised to go to sweepings for such funding?
- Could more organizations join and help pay?
  - Possibly
- Will SGA logo be placed on it?
  - Yes
- Is there a preference on location by committee?
  - No
- Timeline?
  - Currently collecting items for capsule
  - Once items gathered, funding received, time capsule will be purchased then
    place in ground
  - Is it possible this will not be finished by end of spring semester?
    - Yes
Dean moves to fund SGA- Time Capsule Committee $3,500 in Expense
Adamyk second
Villacorta objects
- Unknown timeline, wanting to ensure being done by spring
- Wants some funding to come from other groups
- Sweepings funds come from every organization, not just SGA
Dean: Point of Information: will this money be spent before the end of spring?
  - Yes
Denton: Point of Clarification: The other groups are being brought in to help represent the whole
  student body

Harmon Enters Room
- Suggestion to partially fund to $2,500

Dean recends motion of

England moves to fund SGA- Time Capsule Committee $2,500 in Expense
Porter Seconds

Dean: Point of Information: If only partially funded, could the remaining funds could be gathered
  in time to fund fully by end of spring semester?
  - Possibly, unknown, possibly senate projects
  - Which account would the money be allocated to?
  - Don’t want to expect other groups to have funding by the end of the semester, knowing
    budgets are limited
Yes: Adamyk, England, Villacorta, Webber  
No: Porter, Dean, Haslet, Slimak  
Abstain: England  

Chair Levin breaks tie with a Yes  
Time Capsule Committee funded for $2,500 in Expense  

*Denton leaves the room*  

Chair Levin gives Pro-Temp Harmon to be able be an ex-officio voting member of the committee, given approval of the committee  

Yes: Adamyk, Dean, Slimak, Villacorta, Webber  
No: Porter, Haslett  
Abstain: England  

Porter moves for a 5 minute recess  
Slimak seconds  

**Meeting continues at 10:20**  

**Center for Participant Education (CPE):**  

Dean moves to fund CPE for $1,500 in Contractual Services  
England Seconds  

- Used to bring professionals to campus  
  - $1,000 for rainforest presentation  
  - $500 for honorarium for event paired with SJP  

Haslett objects  
- Not tangible  

**Roundtable:**  
- Historical on campus  
- Bringing guests to campus is a single time event  
- Rather pay in lump sum and allow for organization to decide  

Webber: Point of Information: Can CPE go to PAC?  
- No  

- Planning to possibly fund other categories  
- Underfunded in budget  
- Are speakers tangible  

Carolyn: Point of information: what is the catch on tangible, when we have contractual service category?  
- Understanding that sweepings is used for more tangible events,  
- This is a one time event, making a project
- Tradition of sweepings is tangible items, but no limits in rules, at the discretion of the committee.
- Funding requests in contractual are for three events, two of which are in pair with SJP. RSO is able to request funds through PAC.
- SJP as a partner is able to request funding elsewhere.

Villacorta: Point of clarification: The payments for contractual will be paying honorarium for the cosponsor SJP event. The other speaker for the stand alone event by CPE cannot go to PAC for funding.

Villacorta moves to fund CPE $1,000 in Contractual Services.
- Used for rainforest event, sense unable to go to funding board.

Dean Seconds:

Roundtable:
- CPE is underfunded.
- CPE has been increasing numbers and involvement, should try to support their efforts.
- Limited budget, events have to be cut at some point with a limited budget.
- Would rather fund items to support the 50th anniversary, rather then event.

Villacorta: Point of Clarification: No guarantee on PAC funding for other partner.

Adamyk: Point of Clarification: SJP was brought up while talking about events that they are partnered in the events.
- We are sending organizations to other funding resources.
- The events being partnered, there are options for other events.
- Try to support our bureaus.

Porter: Point of Information: Which events are planned to be funded by this motion, and do we use proviso?
- Up to committees discretion.
- Other.

Yes: Dean, England, Harmon, Porter, Villacorta
No: Haslet, Slimak, Adamyk, Webber.

Abstain:

Porter moves to fund CPE $470 in expense.

England Seconds.

Adamyk Objects:
- Funding more than requested.
- Paint isn't as tangible.
- Buttons and banner are tangible.
- Cuts must be made.
- Painting is one time request, and helps promote long term.
- Cant have promotional items or events, they are in conjunction.

Vote on Objection:
Yes: Adamyk, Webber, Harmon, Haslett, Levin
No: Villacorta, Porter, England, Dean
Abstain: Slimak

Objection passes

England moves to fund CPE $320 in Expense
- Removing paint from request
Villacorta Seconds

Yes: Adamyk, Dean, England, Harmon, Porter, Slimak, Villacorta, Webber
No: Haslett
Abstain:

Dean moves to fund CPE $630 in Food
Villacorta Second
- Appreciates having vegetarian and vegan options for this event
Carolyn: Point of Information: Budget statutes require 15% of total budget in the category of food, does this apply to statutes?
- 803.7 no more than 15% annual budget may be provided in food
Webber: Point of Clarification: statutes must be read as plain language, no interpretation
- Overall food cannot be over $60,000 for budget
Porter: Point of Information: Which event is
- Course catalog release party, 50th anniversary
Haslett: Point of Information: is the statutes defining the total of food or per each organization
England: Point of Clarification: Sweepings is not part of the annual budget, does not go through budget committee. Why specifically seperated bellow
Villacorta: Point of Clarification: by statutes separating annual and sweepings, should be separate in funding
Dean: Point of Clarification: This would be funding for a one time event

How committee interprets statutes for funding: Sweepings and Budget is separate in 15% limitation, 803.7. Advisory opinion of supreme court will be requested this week

Vote to fund CPE $630 in food
Yes: Villacorta, Porter, England, Dean
No: Haslett, Slimak, Adamyk
Abstain: Webber, Harmon

Dean moves to fund CPE $750 in category of Cloth/Award
Villacorta Seconds
- Less than half of total request, but allowing still to offer
- Reason buttons and banner funded was so shirts would not be funded
- No plans of design or specifics brought forward

Dean: Point of Inquiry: how much is left in account for cloth/award
- No funding in category
Yes: Villacorta, England, Dean
No: Adamy, Webber, Porter, Harmon, Haslett, Slimak
Abstain:

Villacorta moves to fund CPE $600 in category of Cloth/Award
- Reducing funds but allows to purchase shirts
Dean Seconds
Porter Objects
- Understanding CPE is underfunded, t-shirts are not required to function. Marketing items have already been funded

Yes: Adamyk, Webber, Porter, Harmon, Haslett
No: Villacorta, England, Dean
Abstain:
Objection stands

Villacorta moves to fund CPE $500 in Cloth/Award
- Wanting to allow for some shirts to be bought as they cannot request funds from PAC
Dean Seconds
Adamyk Objects
- Committee has made personal decision on vote, should finalize the category
- Should support the bureau
- Cannot expect organizations to continue to grow with no funding

Vote on objection
Yes: Adamyk, Webber, Porter, Haslett
No: Villacorta, England, Dean
Abstain: Harmon

Gerts leaves room

Haslett: Point of Information: unable to zero fund, as this is allocations. How will we move onto another category?
- Just move to different category

Office of Governmental Affairs (OGA):

England: Point of Clarification: The outside lighting is now $1,000 and willing to be cut by director

Haslett moves to fund OGA $1,992 in Expense
- Everything subtracting lights
Porter: Point of Clarification: does this funding include food?
Webber: Point of Clarification: Food and Expense is separated on sweepings request
Harmon Seconds

Roundtable:
- Should fund day at the capitol, it is a big event for the university
NEP is lower priority to day at the capitol

Carolyn, Point of Clarification: Food is involved with lump sum as food is included. All within expense
  - Suggestion to remove funding for NEP rather than cutting day at the capitol

Webber: Point of order: What are we specifically discussing
  - Total expense, of Day at the Capitol and NEP subtracting lights

Yes: Adamyk, webber, england, dean, haslett, slimak
No: Villacorta, Porter
Abstain:

Dean moves to fund OGA $500 in Food
Dean recends motion

Webber: point of information: is banquet plated dinners?
  - No

England: point of information: can we fund NEP as event is a closed event, not open to whole student body?
  - Banquet event such for FLI and TLI are not funded by A&S fees

Villacorta: Point of Clarification: new event by

Dean moves to fund OGA $300 in Cloth/Award
  - Help support marketing of organization
Adamyk Seconds
Villacorta Objects
  - Staying consistent with funding in sweepings
Webber: Point of Information: would the shirts be available for all students?
  - shirts would be provided at market wednesday and OGA events

Villacorta recends objection
Dean removes motion
Villacorta lays OGA Cloth/Awards on table

Villacora moves to pick up off table
Dean seconds

Adamyk moves to fund OGA $300 in Cloth/Award
England Seconds

Yes: Adamyk, Webber, England, Dean, Slimak
No: Villacorta, Porter, Harmon, Haslett
Abstained:

Student Council for Undergraduate Research and Creativity (SCURC):

Dean moves to fund SCURC $3,000 in Expense
- Undergraduate research is a priority, movement made does not plan to fund elsewhere
  Villacorta Seconds
  - Amount is a lot, nothing is being cut from this category
  - Research opens a lot of opportunities to the student body, and helps the university as a whole

Yes: Slimak, Villacorta, Porter, Harmon, England, Dean
No: Adamyk, Haslett
Abstain: Webber

**Medical Response Unit (MRU):**

Haslett moves to fund MRU $12,783 in expense
  - Total request minus conference
  - Payment for pen, bags, and radios
Dean Seconds

Villacorta: Point of Information: How many epipens do they have
  - 6, the 7th is used, which is being replaced
  - These items are a huge benefit to the student body
  - Wants to restock the bags so things can be used
  - With a limited budget, the trip is a low priority
  - EMS services are more expensive than MRU is, huge cost savings and benefit to student experience
  - Come time to proviso, no money would be used for the trip

Yes: Slimak, Villacorta, Porter, Harmon, England, Dean, Adamyk, Haslett
No:
Abstain:

**WVFS Tallahassee 89.7 FM:**

Porter moves to fund WVFS Tallahassee 89.7 FM $5,000 in Expense
  - The equipment is falling apart
  - Award winning station
  - Safety function, as FSU alerts is run through their tower
  - Campus culture
Villacorta Seconds
Dean Objects
  - Why cut the $300
    - To be financially responsible
Porter withdraws motion

Porter moves to fund WVFS Tallahassee 89.7 FM - $5,300 in expense
Villacorta seconds
Haslett objects
  - A lot of money to give to a single organization
  - A lot of equipment is not actually broken
Villacorta: Point of Clarification: most of the equipment was last upgraded a long time ago,
lasting for decades. Technology does not support new technology

- The technology will last for years to come
- Would the new technology support the other technology such as vinyl being used
- New technology should be able to support old technology
- As a necessity, a functioning mixing board is not a necessity to run the radio station
- Cuts need to be made, if we have leftover funding, then we can come back

Harmon: Point of Information: Is this a safety issues for broadcasting?
- Yes, as the alert system is used for broadcasting

Porter: Point of Clarification: someone is in the station broadcasting at all times, which the new technology would allow broadcasters to not travel to the station
- Safety is now a worry
- Still a high cost in total
- Idea to remove the mixing board, which is still functional
- Discussion of items specifically, not wanting to fully fund everything without conversation

Vote on Objection:
Yes: Slimak adamyk, webber, harmon, haslett
No: Villacorta, porter, england, dean
Abstained:

England moves to fund WVFS Tallahassee 89.7 FM - $2,800 in expense
- Fund all expenses other than mixing board
Webber seconds
Dean Objects
- May be necessary to support all other items being purchased
Adamyk: Point of order: Last objection was made on base of mixing board
Villacorta: Point of information: could we reach out to presenter to clarify if mixing board is required
Webber: Point of clarification: The request states that the new equipment is not dependent on the mixing board
Villacorta requests presenter be contacted

WVFS Tallahassee 89.7 FM station tabled

Indefinite recession for lunch

Porter moves to resume session at 12:31 PM

England still absent, others previously in attendance present

Programming Allocations Committee (PAC):

Dean moves to fund PAC $2,000 in Expense
- We can always add fund later
- PAC has a decent amount in account
Villacorta Second
- PAC does need more funding
- Increased requests within funding boards
- Possibly more
- PAC will receive more requests in spring
- Already about half of the current budget
- Hope to give more funds at end of budget

**England enters room**
- PAC budget decreased by $10,000 this fiscal year to prior
- Try to avoid dipping into Senate Projects

Yes: Adamick, Webber, Villacorta, Porter, England, Dean, Haslett
No:
Abstain: Harmon

**Resource and Travel Allocations Committee (RTAC):**

Villacorta moves to fund RTAC $15,000 in Expense
- More expensive requests from PAC
- More marketing for funding boards
- More requests than ever before
- Most direct line to student body
Weber Seconds
England Objects
- Deliberations recently have been lowballing items in plans to come back and increase funding. To keep precedence
- This is already a $10,000 reduction to the request
- $15,000 is a high number for cost, possibly lowering
- $15,000 is 60% of request, not lowball
- Very high price, possibly lower to a max of $10,000
- Try to avoid dipping into senate projects
- $6,000 is a possible number
- Traditionally Spring is the slow season
- Give $10,000 to hopefully avoid senate projects
- Revisit at the end
Villacorta withdraws motion

Villacorta moves to fund RTAC $10,000 in Expense
Porter Second
Haslett: Point of Information: does the RTAC funds need to be spent by the end of the fiscal year?
  - Yes

Yes: Adamick, Webber, Villacorta, Porter, England, Dean, Haslett
No:
Abstain: Harmon

**Sports Club Executive Council:**

Dean moves to fund Sports Club Executive Council $20,000 in Expense
- For travel
- Being financially conservative, this money is used to take students on national trips
- Want to ensure students are not limited to represent FSU at national level based on
personal finance
- No funding for other items in expense to be financially responsible

Dean withdraws motion

Dean moves to fund Sports Club Executive Council $30,000 in Expense
- To fully fund travel
- Equipment is specific to the groups

Porter Second

Weber: Point of Information: can we amend to add lacrosse nets as it is broken and available to other students?
- No, but willing to fund items below $1,000
- Lacrosse nets are a necessity from understanding on presentation
- Travel top priority, lacrosse nets second
- Could add proviso of up to
- Like giving ability to organization to select what is needed within
- Wish to have opportunity to students

Proviso could potentially read: Sports club council may spend up to $20,000 but not over in the section of expense. The remaining funds within the expense category will go back to sports equipment

No:
Abstained:

Dean moves to amend PAC $5,000 in Expense
Porter Seconds

No:
Abstained: Harmon

Academic Center of Excellence (ACE):

Porter moves to fund $1,370 in OPS
- Fund one semester wage for one math tutor
- Math is 60% of all requests within ACE

Haslett Seconds
- Agree to fund one tutor
- Possibly amending to two tutors
- Not all students are requiring math tutors, as some majors have low maths.

England: Point of Clarification: two tutors would be $2,740
- ACE is not the only tutoring resources on campus
- A lot of interactions between students and tutors
- Big impact on students it supports

Yes: Adamyk, Porter, Haslett
No: Weber, Villacorta, Harmon, England, Dean, Slimak
Abstained:
England moves to fund ACE $2,740 in OPS
   - Two tutors
Villicorter second

No: 
Abstain: porter, Haslett

Dean moves to fund ACE $725 in expense
   - Allow to purchase pens with highlighters
   - Increase awareness of SGA, and helps students while studying
   - Sweepings funded the pens in previous years
England Seconds
Adamyk Object
   - Like the pen idea, but possibly senate projects
Dean removes motion

**Congress of Graduate Students (COGS):**

Dean moves to fund COGS $4,000 in expense
   - $3,000 min, $5,000 max, so it is a medium
Villacorta Seconds
England Objects
   - There is an excess about of COGS merchandise
   - If they chose to spend money on merchandise, not our job to fund travel
   - Strong proviso if funded
Carolyn: Point of Clarification: The account is similar to PAC, RTAC, and Senate Projects. The account is not be used to purchase merchandise

*Waren and Adams enters room*

Dean recends motion

England moves to fund COGS $3,000 in Expense
Villacorta seconds
   - The funds would fund grants for travel and conferences for students

Yes: Webber, Villacorta, harmon, england, Dean, Haslett, Slimak
No: Adamyk, Porter
Abstain:

Porter: Point of Information: what is currently allocated? $101,325

**Center for Health and Wellness (CHAW):**

Haslett moves to fund CHAW $1,565 in Expense
   - Sleep kits minus essential oils
England Seconds
England: Point of Clarification: essential oils were not stated as not necessary, rather than lowest on priority list for sleep kits due to cost
Adamyk: Point of Information: Is the film screening included in this motion?

Haslett recedes motion

Haslett moves to fund CHAW $1,715 in Expense
Villacorta Second
- Are the filming rights a selection biased? The people potentially watching the film are not the ones in need to watch it
- Not wanting to assume the people attending
- People can learn from every experience
- The film would allow the Dean's office another educational tool on campus
- The film is the top priority
- Would like to see the essential oils included
- Want to include the oils in sleep kits
- Oils help reduce stress, sleep, and health of students
Slimak: Point of Information: What would the cost be to include the essential oils?
- $4,995

Yes: Adamyk, Weber, Harmon, Haslett
No: Villacorta, Porter, England, Dean, Slimak
Aatain:

Dean moves to fund CHAW $4,995 in Expense
Villacorta Seconds
- Fully funds the screening rights, sleep masks, tea bags, and essential oil
- Sleep kits is a new trend on campus, be percouseus on spending
- Could we instead cut the kits down to 400 rather than 500
Slimak: POI: what the price would be for 400 bags?
- $3,876
Yes: Villacorta, Porter, England, Dean, Slimak
No: Adamyl, Wenner, Harmon, Haslett
Aataent:

Dean moves to fund CHAW $600 in Food
- Food for film screening in which we just funded
- Want to provide food for events that support mental health
England Seconds
- Mental health resources are vastly underfunded, funding CHAW that supports this is one of the only ways to do so

Yes: Adamyk, Webber, Villacorta, Harmon, England, Dean Slimak
No: Haslett, Porter
Aatain:

Warren and Adams leaves room
Uddin enters room
England moves to fund CHAW $1,000 in Cloth/Award
   - The t-shirts for events will support the event
   - Half fund to be financially responsible
Villacorta Seconds
Porter Objects
   - How do tshirts support mental health
   - Promotional items help increase attendance to events on campus
   - Helps market CHAW and their impact on campus
   - Items such as shirts help normalize conversation of mental health
   - Mental health awareness is important to have on campus
   - Increase marketing
   - CHAW does not receive funding elsewhere
   - Possibly amending to higher amount to support
Uddin: POI: how many shirts are wanting to be ordered?
   - Unknown, but assuming approximately 166 based off vendors of campus
   - Not wanting to assume the types of shirts and funding there and costs
England recends motion

Villacorta moves to fund CHAW $1500 in Cloth/Award
Dean Second

No: Porter
Abstain:

Food Recovery Network:
   - No motions to fund
   - Working with budget to fund through senate projects

FSU Libraries

Dean moves to fund FSU Libraries $24,637 in O.C.O.
   - 20 seats, 5 macs
   - In an effort to stay on trend with purchasing macs to last longer
Porter Seconds
   - Both seats and computers would help students
Porter: Point of Information: Does libraries have 4 year limitations on computers same as elsewhere?
   - Possibly, but unknown

Parker enters room

   - Would like to see proviso to with seats and macs being purchased, avoiding the mother rooms. Rather advising how to fund
   - The libraries wanted to know our opinion on how to fund
   - Like this proposal to help support libraries
   - Don’t want to fund mother rooms - proviso
   - Possibly add money at the end to fund a mother room on the east side of campus at the end of budgeting if any money is remaining
International Programs

Dean moves to fund International Programs $6,861 in category of Expense
- 150 passports funded

England Second
- Really great event that really helps the student body
- There is a high demand for students
- $50 lasts 10 years, which students historically demanded
- Possibly increasing to 200
- Look back at the end to see if we can fund more

Weber: Point of Information: how much would it be to buy 200 passports?
-$9,148

Current Total cost: $139,918

Forensics (speech and debate) Team

Dean moves to fund Forensics $700 in Cloth/Award
- Purchase cheaper awards, which sponsor found friendly in questioning
- Event that helps increase image of FSU by bringing other schools in

Harmon Seconds
Porter Objects
- The trophies are going to trophies to students who don't attend FSU
- Rather fund events for students themselves
- Don't believe we are able to fund because of this
- Funded by SAP
- Benefit to student body?
- Lots of questions for this, grey zone, rather fund things for FSU students
- Internal funding problems
- RSO willing to fundraise
- Advisory opinion to supreme court

Dean receds motion

Students for Justice in Palestine (SJP):

Dean moves to fund SJP $590 in Contractual
- Good opportunity for students to learn

Harmon Second
Porter Objects
- Wanting to fund tangible items and things that cannot be funded elsewhere
Villacorta: Point of Clarification: SJP is requesting to paying for travel, CPE was requesting to paying for honorarium as a joint event
- This could be funded from PAC
- SJP has not requested from PAC yet this semester, so they still have two opportunities to request from PAC
- We should not be micromanaging or assuming internal decisions for funding
- Cannot send orgs to other funding boards

Dean recends motion

Villacorta: Point of Clarification: we should be making sure every request is for the specific request. No speculation

Uddin: Point of Information: when are the events planned?
- Sometime in spring

Haslett: Point of Clarification: Feb 15, March 19th for the events

Uddin: Point of Clarification: If we don't fund money now, would the organization scramble in spring to set these events up

Dean: Point of Clarification: The funds from sweepings are not available until January, which may more expensive at that time

Carolyn: Point of Clarification: being mindful of due diligence, SJP are submitting a request from SGA, the sweepings bill being passed in the fall, money will be available at the very beginning of the semester.

Porter: Point of Clarification: no more than 2% of sweepings budget can go to Cloth/Award 803.8 C

**Campus Rec:**

England moves to fund Campus Rec $85,200 in OPS
- This is funding minimum wage increase, which is very important

Haslett second
- We have to pay people, minimum wage increase is law
- Priority of wages
- Want employees to support themselves
- Only paying student employees increase in wages
- 27th pay period week is important, sucks that it falls this year but its reality


No:

Abst:

Dean moves to fund Campus Rec $20,713 in Expense
- 5k race timing equipment, race bibs and chips ($10,143)
- Lifting weight bars ($10,570)
- Singular purchases

Porter Seconds

Carolyn: Point of Clarification: can't fundraise with A&S fees, 5k races are typically fundraisers

Adamyk: Point of Information: if 5K equipment is over $5,000, could it be in O.C.O?

Adamyk: Point of Information: Expense would include all bars, racing bibs, fitness exam excluding 1,6304

Villacorta: Point of Information: for 5k equipment, listed as renting to student orgs and
community members, are we allowed to rent to the community members?
- If it is used for 5K, it ill be used to raise money

Warren and Jacobson enters room

Dean withdraws motion

Adamyk moves to fund Campus Rec 10,570 in Expense
- Covers all anex bars only
England seconds
- Would like to see fitness assessment exams equipment excluding the chips that are out of budget range ($16,000)
- New equipment to be testing
- The fitness assessment technology is at bottom of campus rec priority list
- Worried if there would be space for all equipment
England: Point of Clarification: Trust the organization and what they are able to fit. No assumptions
- If bars go unfunded, the bars will be pulled off the floor due to safety hazards
England: Point of Clarification: The cost of bars and fitness assessment in expense $18,620

Yes: Adamyk, Webber, Villacorta, Haslett, Slimak
No: Parker, England, Dean, Uddin
Abstention: Porter, Harmon

8 Minute Recession

Jacobson leaves room

Meeting resumed at 2:45

Porter moves to fund Campus Rec $32,902 in O.C.O
- Cost of new van
- One of the vans is now a safety hazard, so wanting to replace
- New van is larger than old vans
Motion does not stand, no second

Haslett moves to fund Campus Rec 15,010 in O.C.O
- Highest priority post wages and anex equipment are treadmills are treadmills
- One treadmill
England Seconds
Dean Objects
- Large chunk of money especially for one item
- Not necessary this year
- If three treadmills are removed from floor, campus rec would still survive
- The idea that the automated lining system is an investment, which would save time
- The treadmills are for fitness and movement clinic, which is not the Leach. This is within health and wellness. This gym may not be able to support the removal of three machines
- 7 machines within the fitness and movement clinic
- Movement clinic is also used for educational purchases
- Want to fund all three treadmills, as it is a popular piece of equipment in a gym
- Need to start the funding of as the equipment will start to age out
- Tight budget, possibly revisiting this motion later on

Dean: Point of Clarification: currently allocated $85,200 in OPS, $10570 in expense

Dean withdraws objection

Vote on motion to purchase one

No: Uddin
Abstain:

**Oglesby Union:**

Haslett moves to fund Oglesby Union $145,000 in Salary
Dean Seconds

Carolyn: Point of Clarification: start in different category as the requested organization has different priority, there may be funding for salaries elsewhere with leftover funding from vacancies

Haslett withdraws motion

England moves to fund Oglesby Union $8,800 in OPS
Dean Seconds

No:
Abs:

Dean moves to fund union $58,500 in Expense
- Flooring and AV equipment
England seconds
Adamyk objects
- Why wanting to fund AV equipment
Haslett: Point of Information: part of expense is for the circus, which is higher than $5,000 so is this the correct placement in expense or in O.C.O.?
  - Yes
Point of Clarification: $24,000 is for two hoist, but willing to receive one hoist
Harmon: POI: How was the $58,500 requested. Once added it was $58,500
  - $200 in expense belongs in O.C.O. for flooring
  - Correction to request: Expense: 34,00 O.C.O.: 98,200

Dean withdrawal motion

Villacorta moves to fund Oglesby Union $74,200 in O.C.O.
- Funding for flooring
England Seconds
Dean Objects
- No to circus? This falls under O.C.O.
Carolyn: Point of Clarification: circus rigging goes in O.C.O.

Villacorta withdraws motion

Villacorta moves to fund Oglesby Union $98,200 in O.C.O.

England Seconds
- By spring the hoist system will not be working, so for safety reasons wishing to purchase hoist now
- This is a great way to improve the parts around campus, a unique opportunity

Point of Clarification: $258,498 currently allocated

No:
Abs: Uddin

Dean moves to fund Oglesby Union $34,300 in Expense
- Cover new equipment and popcorn machine

Villacorta Seconds

No:
Abs: Uddin

Current Total allocated: $391,998

Porter picks WVFS moves to pick up off table
Porter moves to fund WVFS $5,300 in Expense

Dean Seconds
- Safety hazard for equipment
- With such a limited budget, want to support them

No:
Abs:

Current Total Allocated: $397,298

Corey moves to amend SGA Time Capsule $3,500
- Makes it so we aren't relying on other organizations

England Seconds
Porter Objects
- Hopes to kick start fundraising for this event

England: Point of Clarification: this request would not be fully funding, but increasing amount by $1,000

Porter Withdraws objection
No: Porter, Villacorta
Abs:

England moves to amend PAC to $10,000 in the category of Expense
Webber Seconds
- 9,000 also thrown on table
- With this amount, it will last the year
No:
Abs: Harmon

Porter moves to amend SGA Exec Grant to $10,500 in Expense
Dean Seconds
Haslett objects
- If we want to fully fund, also include tents
Porter removes motion

Porter moves to amend SGA Exec Grant to $12,000 in Expense
Haslett Seconds

No:
Abs:

Dean moves to amend RTAC to $15,000 in Expense
Weber Seconds
Villicora objects
- Wishing to increase to $20,000
- Senate projects is still an option later on
Villacorta withdraws objection

No:
Abs:

Dean moves to amend ACE to $4,109 in OPS
- Three tutors instead of two
Porter Seconds

No:
Abs:

Villacorta moves to amend CPE $750 in Cloth/Award
England Seconds
Slimak Objects
- Wants to have a discussion on all organizations impact on campus, which has the
largest impact
- Wants to fund shirts as no other funding available for this marketing
Slimak recends objection

Yes: Villacorta, Parker, Harmon, England, Haslett, Slimak, Uddin
No: Adamyk
Abs: Weber, Porter

Adamyk moves to amend MRU $15,371 in Expense
- Include in trip
- Qualtrics reads a request for $15,371 in expenses
Dean Seconds
Haslett Objects
- This will fund $50 less than their total request
- Wanting to go back to Campus Rec and purchase a larger item
- Wanting to send students on trip to support all they do for the campus
- Unable to get funding from RTAC
- MRU is an affiliated project
Haslett withdraws objection
- Request in presentation and qualtrics is $50 off,
Adamyk withdraws motion

Adamyk moves to amend MRU $15,422 in Expense
Dean Second

No: Harmon
Abst:

**Current Total Allocated**: $415,556

Weber moves to Allocate Sports Club $33,500 in expense
- Add water polo nets
No seconds heard

Webber: Point of Clarification: understanding campus rec items are out of price range

**Warren leaves room**

Harmon moves to amend Campus Rec $30,020 in O.C.O.
- Add second treadmill
Parker seconds
No:
Abst:

Villacorta: Point of Information: how much are we in budget at this time?
- $25,660 over budget
Porter moves to amend SGA Executive Branch to $9,500 in Expense
- Unsure in turnout as a first event
- Help get us back down

Other proposed options of reducing budget:
- FSU libraries could be reduced
  - Chairs have a wide range, we budgeted at the high end
- Dividing it and pulling from PAC and RTAC
- Could pull $1,000 from PAC

Carolyn: Point of Clarification: Travel funding: VSU is funded for a trip, ASU was not funded for a trip. Both agencies who have low funding

Motion does not stand

England amends PAC to $9,000 in expense
Dean Seconds

No: Uddin
Abst: Porter, Harmon

Weber moves to amend RTAC $13,434 in Expense
Dean Seconds

Villacorta Objects
- RTAC is desperate for money, and wishes to fund RTAC now
- Possibly instead cut libraries or exec projects
- The chairs would have a greater impact than a few students going on a trip
- Better to cut RTAC and deal with internal funding, rather than making libraries scramble to rearrange budget
- Does not want to assume Senate Projects will fund RTAC in future
- If RTAC runs low on money, it is on RTAC to stay within budget, like all other organizations on campus
- RTAC in history received funds from Executive Projects
- if $1,566 is cut, should be able to last still
- Historically spring has less requests in spring
- Spring is conference season
- $1,566 will benefit more people long term for students on campus, rather than a few students for a trip. Prefer to support students long term

Villacorta: Point of Clarification: past 5 years has had spring with increased requests

Vote on Objection
Yes: Villacorta, Uddin
Abstained: Porter

Vote on Motion

Yes: Slimak, Adamyk, Weber, Parker, Hamon, England, Dean, Haslett,
No: Villacorta, Uddin  
Abst: Porter  

Haslett: Point of Clarification: Are the libraries account in the wrong accounts?  

*Adamyk leaves the room*  

Porter moves to amend FSU Libraries $24,637 in expense, $0 in O.C.O  
Dean Seconds  

No:  
Abstained:  

**Proviso Reads as Below:**

I. **General**

   A. No A&S fees funded account may pay any stipend, wage, or salary increase to any positions not funded in Sweepings 2019 without express consent of the Student Senate.  

   B. In the event of shortfalls or excesses, the Vice President of Student Affairs, the SGA Advisor, the Senate President, and the Student Body President shall meet to review options.  

   C. Any funds not spent prior to May 31, 2020 shall be returned to SGA.  

II. **Campus Recreation**

   A. Campus Recreation shall use their funding in the expense category for weightlifting bars; and OCO. category for two Woodway treadmills.  

   B. Monies allocated in the OPS category shall be used to compensate for the minimum wage increase and additional pay period for the 2019 fiscal year.  

   C. Monies allocated to the Sports Club Council shall be used to support travel for sports clubs, and sport club equipment.  

III. **Oglesby Union**

   A. The University Union shall prioritize their expenses to fund projects as follows: Askew Student Life Center flooring, audio visual equipment updates, Flying High Circus electric chain hoist, and popcorn machine.
B. Monies allocated in the OPS category shall be used to compensate for the minimum wage increase and additional pay period for the 2019 fiscal year.

IV. Executive Branch

A. Monies allocated to Executive Branch shall be used for EKGs, tent rentals and food for the FSU SGA Health Day.

V. Student Activities and Organizations

A. Monies allocated to the Asian American Student Union shall support student travel to the East Coast Asian American Student Union conference.

B. Monies allocated to the Veterans Student Union in the expense category shall support travel to the NATCON Conference.

C. Monies allocated to the Office of Governmental Affairs shall support FSU Day at the Capitol and Noles Engagement in Politics program.

D. Non-budgeted recognized student organizations are encouraged to utilize the Program Allocations Committee and Resources for Travel Allocation Committee for funding for the spring semester.

VI. Other Departmental Requests

A. Monies allocated to ACE Learning Studio shall be used for hiring and supporting three math tutors.

B. Monies allocated to the International Programs shall be used for covering the cost of passport photos and agency fees for 150 students.

C. Monies allocated to the Center for Health Advocacy and Wellness shall be used for sleep kits, and movie screening rights.

D. Monies allocated to University Libraries shall be used to purchase new chairs and Apple computers.

England moves to accept the Sweepings Bill
Porter Seconds

England moves to call to question
Villacorta seconds
Yes: Slimak, Villacorta, Porter, Parker, England, Deand, Haslett
No:
Abstained:

Meeting adjourned at 4:53